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Abstract

Suppose G is a graph� The chromatic Ramsey number rc	G
 of G
is the least integer m such that there exists a graph F of chromatic
number m for which the following is true� For any ��colouring of the
edges of F there is a monochromatic subgraph isomorphic to G� Let
Mn � minfrc	G
 � �	G
 � ng� It was conjectured by S� A� Burr� P�
Erdos and L� Lov�asz thatMn � 	n��
���� This conjecture has been
con�rmed previously for n � �� In this paper� we shall prove that the
conjecture is true for n � �� We shall also improve the upper bounds
for M� and M��

� Introduction

Suppose F�G�H are �nite graphs� We use F � �G�H� to mean the following
statement�

For every colouring of the edges of F with red and blue� either the red
subgraph of F contains a copy of G or the blue subgraph contains a copy of
H�

A natural question is to characterize those F for which F � �G�H� for
given graphs G and H� This question is in general extremely di�cult� Sim�
pler problems are to describe properties of such graphs� One such problem�
discussed by S� A� Burr� P� Erd�os and L� Lov	asz 
�� is to �nd the smallest
possible chromatic number of such a graph�

Let G�H be sets of graphs� We write F � �G�H� if for every colouring
of the edges of F with red and blue� there is either a red subgraph of F
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isomorphic to a member of G� or there is a blue subgraph isomorphic to a
member of H� We de�ne the chromatic Ramsey number rc�G�H� of G�H to
be the least integer m such that there exists a graph F with ��F �  m and
F � �G�H�� The Ramsey number r�G�H� is the least integer n such that
Kn � �G�H�� We shall write rc�G� for rc�G�G� and r�G� for r�G�G�� In case
G  fGg or H  fHg� we write G or H as an argument� Usually� r�Kn�Km�
is written as r�n�m�� r�Kn�Kn� is written as r�n��

Let Kn be the class of all n�chromatic graphs� We shall be interested in
the number

Mn  minfrc�G� � G � Kng�

This number was �rst studied by S� A� Burr� P� Erd�os and L� Lov	asz 
���
They proposed the following conjecture�

Conjecture � For any integer n�

Mn  �n� ��� � ��

It was proved in 
�� that Conjecture � is true for n � �� We shall prove in
this paper that the conjecture is true for n  �� We shall give better upper
bounds for M� and M��

� M� � ��

Suppose G�H are graphs� We call H a homomorphic image of G if there is
a homomorphism �an edge preserving vertex mapping� from G to H� For
any graph G� we denote by hom�G� the set of all homomorphic images of G�
If G is a class of graphs� then hom�G�  �G�Ghom�G�� We shall need the
following result proved in 
���

Lemma � Suppose G�H are classes of �nite graphs� Then

rc�G�H�  r�hom�G��hom�H���

It is easy to see that hom�Kn�  Kn� Therefore for any integers n� s
we have rc�Kn�Ks�  r�Kn�Ks�� It is easy to see �
��� that r�Kn�Ks� 
�n � ���s � �� � �� Therefore for any graph G of chromatic number n�
rc�G� � rc�Kn�  �n � ��� � �� Hence

Mn  minfrc�G� � G � Kng � �n� ��� � ��

Conjecture � above asserts that the equality holds for all n� As observed in

��� this conjecture is weaker than the following conjecture of Hedetniemi 
���
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For graphs G�H� the categorical product G �H of G and H has vertex set
V �G� � V �H� and �a� b� is adjacent to �c� b� if and only if a is adjacent to
c and b is adjacent to d� Hedetniemi�s made the following conjecture about
thirty years ago�

Conjecture � For any integer n� if G�H are graphs of chromatic number

at least n� then their categorical product G �H also has chromatic number

at least n�

To see that Conjecture � follows from Conjecture �� we assume that Con�
jecture � is true for integer n� It is easy to see that for each ��colouring
c of the edges of K�n������� there is a monochromatic subgraph of chro�
matic number at least n� Let Gc be a monochromatic subgraph �with
respect to a ��edge colouring c of K�n������� of Kn of chromatic num�
ber n� Let c�� c�� � � � � cm be all the � edge colourings of K�n������� Let
G  Gc� �Gc� � � � � �Gcm � Then the �projection� mappings are homomor�
phisms of G to the factors Gci � Therefore hom�G� � fGci � i  �� �� � � � �mg�
Hence rc�G�  r�hom�G�� � r�fGci � i  �� �� � � � �mg� � �n � ��� � ��
On the other hand� it follows from Hedetniemi�s conjecture that the prod�
uct G has chromatic number n� Therefore Mn � �n � ��� � �� and hence
Mn  �n� ��� � ��

The above argument shows that if Conjecture � is true for an integer n�
then Conjecture � is also true for n� Burr� Erd�os and Lov	asz 
�� con�rmed
Conjecture � for n  �� Later� El�Zahar and Sauer 
�� proved� with a genius
argument� that Conjecture � is also true for n  �� Conjecture � has attracted
considerable attention 
�� �� �� �� �� ��� ���� However both Conjectures � and
� remained open in general for n � �� We shall prove that Conjecture � is
true for n  ��

Theorem � There is a graph G of chromatic number � such that rc�G�  ���
Therefore M�  ���

In order to construct such a graph G� we �rst prove two lemmas�

Lemma � Suppose c is a colouring of the edges of K�� with two colours

blue and red� If there is a monochromatic copy of K�� then there is a con�

nected monochromatic subgraph A of K�� of chromatic number � such that A

contains a K��

Proof� Suppose c is a colouring of the edges of K�� with two colours blue
and red and that there is monochromatic copy of K�� Let R�B be the red
subgraph and blue subgraph of K�� respectively� Without loss of generality�
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suppose that there is a red copy of K�� If R is ��colourable� then given a
��colouring of R� one of the colour class contains �ve vertices� These �ve
vertices induces a blue K�� and we may take A to be this copy of K�� Thus
we assume that R has chromatic number at least �� For the same reason� we
may also assume that the blue subgraph B has chromatic number at least ��

Let X be a maximal connected subgraph of R of chromatic number at
least �� If X contains a copy of K� then we take A  X and we are done�
Assume now that X contains no K�� Since R contains a copy of K�� we
conclude that V �X� 	 V �K���� By the maximality of X� we know that all
the edges between V �X� and V �K����V �X� are coloured blue� Therefore the
blue graph B is connected� If B contains a copy of K�� then since ��B� � �
we may take A  B and we are done� Thus we may assume that B contains
no K��

If jV �X�j � �� then since r�K��K	�  � and since X contains no K�� we
conclude that the blue subgraph on X� i�e�� the subgraph of B induced by
X� contains a copy of K	� Then the union of this copy of K	 and a vertex
in V �K��� � V �X� induces a blue copy of K�� contrary to our assumption�
Therefore we must have jV �X�j � ��

Since X has chromatic number � and contains no K�� we conclude that X
is not complete� and hence there are two vertices a� b � V �X� such that the
edge ab is coloured blue� Since jV �K��� � V �X�j � �� it follows that either
there are two vertices c� d � V �K����V �X� such that the edge cd is coloured
blue� or we have red copy of K
� In the former case fa� b� c� dg induces a blue
copy of K�� contrary to our assumption� and in the latter case� we may take
A to be the red K
� This completes the proof of Lemma ��

Since r�K��K��  ��� there is a colouring of the edges of K�� such that
there is no monochromaticK�� Actually� there is a unique such edge colouring

��� Our next lemma explores the properties of the monochromatic subgraph
of such an edge colouring of K���

For a graph G� the n�colouring graph KG
n has vertices all the mappings

f � V �G�� f�� �� � � � � ng� and two such mappings f� g are adjacent in KG
n if

and only if for every edge xy of G� we have f�x� 	 g�y��

Lemma � Suppose the edges of K�� are coloured by red and blue� and that

there is no monochromatic copy of K�� Let R be the red subgraph of K���

Then the ��colouring graph KR
� of R is ��colourable�

Proof� It is well�known that there is a unique edge colouring of K�� with two
colours such that the resulting coloured graph contains no monochromatic
K�� In such an edge colouring� the red graph R� as well as the blue graph
B� is isomorphic to the graph on Z�� in which ij is an edge if and only if
ji � jj is one of the numbers �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� 
��� For each vertex f of
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the ��colouring graph KR
� � i�e�� f is a mapping of V �R� to f�� �� �� �g� let i be

any number in f�� �� �� �g such that jf���i�j � � �because jV �R�j  ��� such
an integer exists�� We set ��f�  i� and we shall show that � is a proper
colouring of KR

� �

Assume to the contrary that � is not a proper colouring of KR
� � Then

there are two adjacent vertices f� g ofKR
� such that ��f�  ��g�  i for some

i � f�� �� �� �g� By the de�nition of �� there exist vertices x�� x�� x	� x�� x�
such that f�x��  f�x��  f�x	�  f�x��  f�x��  i� and there exist
vertices y�� y�� y	� y�� y� such that g�y��  g�y��  g�y	�  g�y��  g�y��  i�

Since f� g are adjacent in KR
� � we conclude that xiyj 	� E�R� for all

i� j � f�� �� � � � � �g� In other words� if xi 	 yj then the edge xiyj is coloured
blue�

Let X  fx�� x�� x	� x�� x�g and let Y  fy�� y�� y	� y�� y�g� If jX 
Y j � ��
then we may assume that xi 	 yj for i� j � f�� �� �� �g� Since there is no
monochromatic K�� we conclude that there are indices i� j � f�� �� �� �g such
that the edge xixj is coloured blue� Similarly there are u� v � f�� �� �� �g
such that the edge yuyv is coloured blue� Then fxi� xj� yu� yvg induces a blue
K�� contrary to our assumption� If � � jX 
 Y j � �� then we may assume
that x�  y�� x�  y� and x� 	 y�� Then fx�� x�� x�� y�g induces a blue K��
contrary to our assumption� If X  Y then fx�� x�� x	� x�g induces a blue
K�� contrary to our assumption� Therefore � is indeed a proper ��colouring
of KR

� � This completes the proof of Lemma ��

With these two lemmas� we can construct the graph G of Theorem � as
follows�

Let �� be the unique ��colouring of the edges ofK�� such that the resulting
coloured graph contains no monochromaticK�� Let G� be the red subgraph�

Let ��� ��� � � � � �m be all the ��colourings of the edges of K�� such that the
resulting coloured graph contains a monochromaticK�� For each � � i � m�
letGi be a connected monochromatic subgraph �with respect to the colouring
�i� such that ��Gi� � � and Gi contains a copy of K�� �By Lemma �� such
graphs Gi exist�� Finally let G  G� �G� �G� � � � � �Gm�

We shall show that rc�G� � ��� It su�ces to show that r�hom�G�� �
��� Since it is obvious that Gi � hom�G� for i  �� �� � � � �m� it su�ces to
show that r�fG�� G�� � � � � Gmg� � ��� However this follows trivially from
the de�nition of Gi �i�e�� for each ��colouring of the edges of K�� there is a
monochromatic subgraph isomorphic to one of the graphs Gi��

To complete the proof of Theorem �� it su�ces to show that G has chro�
matic number at least �� This follows easily from the following two lemmas�
which are proved in 
�� and 
��� respectively�
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Lemma � Suppose A�B are connected graphs of chromatic number at least

n and each of A�B contains a Kn��� Then A�B has chromatic number at

least n�

Lemma � Suppose A�B are graphs of chromatic number at least n� If the

�n � ���colouring graph KA
n�� of A is �n � ���colourable� then the product

A�B has chromatic number at least n�

Indeed� by inductively applying Lemma �� we conclude that G��� � ��Gm

has chromatic number at least �� Since G� has chromatic number � and KG�

�

is ��colourable� by Lemma �� G��G��� � �Gm has chromatic number �� This
completes the proof of Theorem ��

� Better upper bounds for M� and M�

It follows from the de�nition that Mn � r�Kn�Kn�� Therefore any upper
bound for r�Kn�Kn� is an upper bound for Mn� However this upper bound
is much too big� In this section� we shall give better upper bounds for M�

and M��

Theorem � There is a graph G of chromatic number � such that rc�G� � ���
Therefore �� �M� � ���

We shall �rst prove the following lemma�

Lemma � For any ��colouring of the edges of K��� either there is a

monochromatic connected subgraph A which has chromatic number � and

which contains a K�� or there is a monochromatic subgraph A� which has

chromatic number � and KA�

� is ��colourable�

Proof� Let c be a ��colouring of the edges of K�� by red and blue� and let
R�B be the red and blue subgraphs of K�� respectively� If R is ��colourable�
then for a ��colouring ofR� there is a colour class of order at least �� Therefore
B contains a K�� and we are done� Thus we may assume that ��R� � ��
Similarly� we may assume that ��B� � �� We now consider two cases�

Case �� There is a monochromatic K��

Without loss of generality� we may assume that R contains a K�� Let
H be a maximal connected subgraph of R which has chromatic number at
least �� If H contains a K�� then we may choose A  H and we are done�
If H does not contain a K�� then jV �H�j � �� and all the edges between
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V �H� and V �K��� � V �H� are coloured blue� Therefore B is connected� If
B contains a K�� then we may choose A  B and we are done� Thus we
assume that B contains no K��

If jV �H�j  ��� we shall show that KH
� is ��colourable� and hence we may

choose A�  H�

Let f � V �KH
� � be a mapping of V �H�� f�� �� � � � � �g� Then there is an

index i such that jf���i�j � �� We colour f with colour ��f�  i� We now
prove that � is a proper colouring of KH

� �

Assume to the contrary that there are two adjacent vertices f� g of V �KH
� �

such that ��f�  ��g�  i� By the de�nition of �� there exist vertices
x�� x�� � � � � x� such that f�x��  f�x��  � � �  f�x��  i� and there exist
vertices y�� y�� � � � � y� such that g�y��  g�y��  � � �  g�y��  i�

Let X  fx�� x�� � � � � x�g and let Y  fy�� y�� � � � � y�g� Since f� g are
adjacent� if follows that if xi 	 yj� the xiyj is not an edge of H� Hence the
edge xiyj is coloured blue�

If jX 
 Y j � �� then we may assume that fx�� x�� � � � � x�g 

fy�� y�� � � � � y�g  �� Since H contains no K�� there are indices i� j �
f�� �� � � � � �g such that xixj is coloured blue� and there are indices u� v �
f�� �� � � � � �g such that yuyv is coloured blue� Let z be a vertex in V �K����
V �H�� the �ve vertices fz� xi� xj� yu� yvg induces a blue K�� contrary to our
assumption�

If jX 
 Y j � �� then we may assume that x�  y�� x�  y�� x	 
y	� x�  y�� Similarly� let z be a vertex in V �K��� � V �H�� the �ve ver�
tices fz� x�� x�� x	� x�g induces a blue K�� contrary to our assumption�

Thus we may assume that jV �H�j � ��� It follows that there are two
vertices x� y � V �K��� � V �H� such that xy is a blue edge� �For otherwise�
we would have a red K�� and we may take A to be the red K� and we are
done�� If there is a blue K	 induced by three vertices of H� then this K	

and the blue edge in V �K���� V �H� would form a blue K�� contrary to our
assumption� Therefore we may assume that the coloured graph restricted to
V �H� does not contain a blue K	� Since r�K��K	�  ��� and H contains no
K�� i�e�� the coloured graph restricted to V �H� contains no red K�� and no
blue K	� Therefore jV �H�j � ��� It follows that jV �K���� V �H�j � ���

If there is red K� contained in V �K��� � V �H�� we can choose A to be
this red K� and we are done� Thus we may assume that the coloured graph
restricted to V �K���� V �H� contains no red K�� Since r�K��K	�  ��� we
conclude that there is a blue K	 contained in V �K��� � V �H�� Take a blue
edge from V �H� �which obviously exists�� we obtain a blue K�� contrary to
our assumption� This completes the proof of Case ��

Case �� There is no monochromatic K��
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Similarly to the argument in the previous case� we have ��R� � � and
��B� � �� First we consider the ��colouring graph of the red subgraph�

Let f be a vertex of KR
� � i�e�� f is a mapping of V �R� � f�� �� � � � � �g�

Since jV �R�j  ��� there is an integer i such that jf���i�jgeq�� Let ��f�  i�
If � is a proper ��colouring of KR

� � then we may take A�  R and we are
done� Thus we assume that � is not a proper colouring of KR

� � Therefore
there are two adjacent vertices f� g of KR

� such that ��f�  ��g��

Let X  fx�� x�� � � � � x
g be the ��set such that f�xj�  ��f� and let
Y  fy�� y�� � � � � y
g be the ��set such that g�yj�  ��g�� If X 
 Y 	 ��
then we may assume that x�  y�� There are two vertices xi� xj � X � fx�g
such that the edge xixj is coloured blue� for other wise we would have a red
K�� and we may take A  K� and we done� For the same reason� there are
also vertices yu� yv � Y �fy�� xi� xjg such that the edge yuyv is coloured blue�
Now fx�� xi� xj� yu� yvg is a blue K�� contrary to our assumption�

Thus we may assume that X 
 Y  �� Consider the blue graph induced
by X� If the blue graph has chromatic number �� then there would be a red
K�� contrary to our assumption� Therefore there is an odd blue cycle� say
X �� contains in X� Similarly there is an odd blue cycle� say Y �� contained in
Y � Let H be the blue graph induced by X � � Y �� We shall show that KH

� is
��colourable�

Suppose f is a vertex of KH
� � i�e�� f is a mapping of V �H� to f�� �� �� �� �g�

If there are vertices x � X �� y � Y � such that f�x�  f�y�  i� then we let
��f�  i� Otherwise f�X �� 
 f�Y ��  �� In case jf�X ��j � jf�Y ��j� then
jf�X ��j � �� Since X � contains an odd cycle� there is an edge xx� of H such
that f�x�  f�x��� In this case we let ��f�  f�x�  f�x��� Otherwise
jf�X ��j � jf�Y ��j� and jf�Y ��j � �� Similarly there is an edge yy� of H such
that f�y�  f�y��� In this case we let ��f�  f�y�  f�y��� In the following
we shall prove that � is a proper colouring of KH

� �

Assume to the contrary that there are two adjacent vertices f� g of KH
�

such that ��f�  ��g�  i� Since for all x � X � and y � Y � and f� g

are adjacent in KH
� � we conclude that for all x � X � and y � Y � we have

f�x� 	 g�y� and g�x� 	 f�y�� In other words� f�X �� 
 g�Y ��  � and
f�Y �� 
 g�X ��  �� If f�X �� 
 f�Y �� 	 � then by the de�nition of ��
we have ��f� � f�X �� 
 f�Y ��� Hence ��f� 	� g�X �� � g�Y ��� However�
it follows from the de�nition that ��g� � g�X �� � g�Y ��� contrary to the
assumption that ��g�  ��f�� Thus we assume that f�X �� 
 f�Y �� 
�� Similarly we may assume that g�X �� 
 g�Y ��  �� This implies that
�f�X �� � g�X ��� 
 �f�Y �� � g�Y ���  ��

First we consider the case that jf�X �� � g�X ��j � jf�Y �� � g�Y ��j� Then
jf�X �� � g�X ��j � �� Since f is adjacent to g in KH

� � we know that jf�X �� �
g�X ��j 	 �� Therefore jf�X �� � g�X ��j  �� Without loss of generality�
we assume that f�X �� � g�X ��  f�� �g� Suppose X �  fx�� x�� � � � � x�k��g
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and xixi�� is an edge of H for i  �� �� � � � � �k � � �where �k � �  ���
Without loss of generality� we assume that f�x��  �� Then g�x��  ��
because f� g are adjacent vertices in KH

� � Inductively we can show that
f�x	�  �� g�x��  �� � � � � f�x�k���  �� g�x��  �� � � � � g�x�k���  �� In other
words� we have f�X ��  f�g and g�X ��  f�g� By the de�nition of ��
we should have ��f�  � and ��g�  �� contrary to the assumption that
��f�  ��g�� The case that jf�X ���g�X ��j � jf�Y ���g�Y ��j can be treated
similarly �although not exactly the same�� and we omit the details� This
completes the proof of Lemma �

Theorem � follows easily from Lemma � and Lemmas � and �� The
argument is the same as that in the proof of Theorem �� and we omit the
details�

Theorem � There is a graph G of chromatic number � such that rc�G� �
���� Therefore M�  ����

Proof� It su�ces to show that for any ��colouring of the edges of K���� there
is a monochromatic subgraph H which is connected and which contains a
copy of K��

Let c be a ��colouring of the edges ofK��� and letR�B be the red subgraph
and the blue subgraph� respectively� Since r�K��K�� � ��� �
���� there is a
monochromatic copy of K�� Without loss of generality� we may assume that
R contains a copy of K�� Similarly to the arguments in the previous proofs�
we can assume that ��R� � � and ��B� � �� Let H be a maximal connected
subgraph of R with ��H� � �� If H contains a copy of K� then we are done�
Thus we may assume that H contains no K�� Since R contains a K�� we
conclude that jV �H�j � ��� � �  ��� It follows that B is connected� If
B contains a copy of K� then we are done� Thus we may assume that B
contains no K�� In following we shall use V to denote the vertex set of H�
and denote by V the set V �K����� V �

If jV j � �� then V contains a blue K� �i�e�� the restriction of B to V

contains a copy of K��� because r�K��K�� � �� and V contains no red
K�� Now take another vertex from V � we get a blue K�� contrary to our
assumption� Thus jV j � ��� and jV j � �� If V contains no blue edge� then
we are done� as it is a red K
� Assume that V contains a blue edge� If V
contains a blue K�� then the union of this blue K� and the blue edge in V

is a blue K�� contrary to our assumption� Therefore V contains no blue K��
This implies that jV j � ��� because r�K��K��  ��� Hence jV j � ���

We now consider the restriction of R to V � We denote this graph by R��
If R� is ��colourable� then one of the colour classes has cardinality at least
��� which implies that there is blue copy of K��� contrary to our assumption�
Thus we may assume that ��R�� � �� Let H � be a maximal connected
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subgraph of R� with ��H �� � �� If H � contains a copy of K� then we are
done� If H � does not contain a copy K�� then since R� contains a copy of K��
we have jV �H ��j � jV �R��j��� Let U be the vertex of H � and let U  V �U �
Then the ��� vertices of K��� is partitioned into three sets V�U�U � All the
edges between the three parts are blue edges� Moreover the restriction of the
red subgraph R to V�U are connected� contains no K� and has chromatic
numbers at least �� Hence each of the sets U� V contains a blue edge� If the
set U also contain a blue edge� then the union of the vertices of the three
blue edges induces a blue K�� contrary to our assumption� Assume that the
set U contains no blue edge� Then it is complete red graph� If jU j � �� then
we are done� If jU j  �� then jU j � �� and hence U contains a blue K	�
because r�K��K	�  �� and U contains no red K�� Now the union of the
vertices of this blue K	� the vertices of the blue edge in V and any vertex in
U induces a blue K�� contrary to our assumption�

Thus we have proved that for any ��colouring of the edges of K���� there
is a monochromatic subgraph H which is connected and which contains a
copy of K�� Now Theorem � follows easily from Lemma � �by using the
corresponding arguments in the proof of Theorem ���
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